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ave you seen the Unishadonkeycow 

(UDC) before? No I didn’t think so. 

Well here is a story you will never 

forget. The Unishadonkeycow (UDC)

is a very different animal, it’s part 

donkey,  cow, unicorn and shark!  The            
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unishadonkeycow (UDC) has lost it’s unicorn 

horn and the only way to get it back is to     

defeat ‘The Rumour’ (a tadpole like animal 

with the  jaws of a shark and legs like a frog).  

Luckily for unishadonkeycow, he has a friend 

called, Old Wisely to help him. Old Wisely is 

the oldest man in the world. To be exact, he is 

199 years old!  

Well, there is going to have to be a miracle to 

see if these two powerful creatures can defeat 

‘The Rumour!   

One day, the UDC was flying or walking, but 
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while he was flying, a camera flew up his nose. 

He sneezed and he sneezed, but nothing came 

out, so he kept on flying.  

A week later, the UDC was acting really weird 

and didn’t really feel well. Old Wisely came to 

check on the UDC. 

Old Wisely diagnosed the UDC. 
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“You have a bad case of, ‘Camera Up A Nose 

Syndrome’.” 

A week later, UDC had recovered and he and 

Old Wisely set off for the palace, where the 

RUMOUR lives. 

At the palace, they saw goblins, sharks and a 

dirty, old, smelly looking creature.  The      

creature was a Feet Gobbler.  
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“What a place!” said the UDC.  Old Wisely was 

feeling scared, not scared for himself; but for 

the unishadonkeycow. The UDC was not at all 

scared; all he had to do was defeat the        

Rumour.   

All of a sudden the Rumour appeared from 

out of the front entrance of the palace. All the 

people that were gathered looked astonished.  

“Welcome everyone!” screamed the          

commentator into his microphone. “This is 

the 1st ever duel between unishadonkeycow 

and the Rumour. The first duel is, painting a 
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portrait of your partners.” 

“What! That’s easy. I have been practicing,” 

said ‘the Rumour’. 

“Take your marks... “  yelled the commentator. 

“GO!” 

UDC was off and painting! By the time UDC 

had put a blob of paint on his canvas, the      

Rumour had already finished, and it was a 

masterpiece!  UDC looked terrible. 

“And the Rumour wins,” yelled the               
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commentator! “The second duel is a flying 

race. You have to race around the palace 

twice; whoever wins is the overall winner of 

the challenges.” 

 The unishadonkeycow and Old Wisely were 

sure to lose this duel with the Rumour!  

“Take your marks… GO!” 

The UDC was off with a flash. In the snap of a 

finger, he was… DONE! In the fastest time     

ever! 

The flying race was worth double points. 

The unishadonkeycow had won. 

By winning the Rumour no longer existed! 

2 Weeks Later…... 

Since they had defeated the Rumour, there 

was no such thing as the Rumour anymore and 

UDC had retrieved his lost horn.  



With a spanking, new horn on UDC’s head, 

Old Wisely renamed him, ………

UnishaHORSEcow!  
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Hi I am Chloe Jane Paton. I attend Deniliquin 

North Public School. My favourite things to do 

are: being with friends and playing bucket 

loads of sport . My teacher this year is Miss 

Smith. This year I have achieved being a being 

a squad to Western Riverina soccer and      

basketball, Riverina swimming and have just 

made the 2016 Riverina Netball team!  I am a 

proud  prefect at D.N.P.S. 

 



What they said about my book… 

 

“Old Wisely is the oldest man in the world. 

What a man!” (Mr Hogan) 

 

“My arm was too sore from turning the pages. 

I couldn't even bowl!” (Shane Warne) 

 

“I was at the edge of my weightlifter!”  

(Sporty Spice) 

 

Unishadonkeycow 

and Old Wisely have 

a test up there 

sleeves! Will they 

win, lose or die? 


